
 
2015: “Facelift” for TEXPORT® Action Days®  
 
In 2015 the TEXPORT® Action Days®, a popular market event series, celebrated 
its successful comeback after a break of a few years. Effective immediately, a 

new concept, a large investment and a special competence team ensure unique 
experiences in practical tests. 
 
SALZBURG/HANNOVER. After a break of several years, TEXPORT® Action Days ® are 

starting afresh with a revised concept in 2015. The first events were successfully held in April 

of this year in Brixen (South Tyrol) and in May 2015 in Nienburg (Germany). The focus of the 

event is on imparting knowledge about personal protective clothing as well as a clothing test 

under real conditions. 

 
A clothing test under real conditions is the main part of TEXPORT® Action Days® 

 

New concept: a thrilling mix of practice and theory 
The new Action Days concept draws on proven content. In one-day events, the special 

features and requirements of modern protective clothing are demonstrated to customers both 

in theoretical seminars and practical up-close experiences. Top-class speakers with practical 
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experience, together with TEXPORT® and selected representatives, present important know-

how about protective clothing in exciting, entertaining and hands-on theoretical 

presentations. The theoretical knowledge is deepened in varied practical examples. A newly 

founded dedicated TEXPORT® competence team provides important practical knowledge to 

participants in a close support relationship throughout the day. The competence team itself 

continually takes part in training and advanced training courses to ensure members are 

always up-to-date and can hold training sessions according to the latest expertise available. 

The practical contents are perfectly aligned with the special features of modern protective 

clothing. Participants spend 3-4 hours on practical experience and 3-4 hours of theoretic 

lectures. 

 
Theoretical lectures provide the participants with important informations about firefighter PPE 

 

Renowned partners and customised content 
The content of the theoretical and practical lectures is closely aligned with the region in which 

the event is held, permitting a focus on topics relevant to the region. In addition, the Action 

Days are supported by top-class and renowned partners. Practical content benefits from 

teaching and training materials provided by MSA Auer, Bullard, AWG, Haberkorn and Big 

Tempest. The theory segment can be expanded to include a perfectly adjusted framework 

programme. 
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New format: TEXPORT® Mission Action 
Days® 
Mission Action Days ®is a new format 

complementing the TEXPORT® Action 

Days® as an expansion of the regular 

Action Days; the Mission intends to attract 

a nationwide audience and to achieve a 

unique and memorable event character. 

Here again, international renowned experts 

will ensure exciting presentations from 

practical experience. The theory 

symposium, extended to a whole day, will 

also be supported by an extended practical 

part. The highlight of the Mission Action 

Days® is the location: Participants will visit 

special and unique training or practical 

facilities which perfectly complement the 

requirements of the Mission Action Days 

serving as a benchmark for theory and 

practical events in the clothing sector. The first TEXPORT® Mission Action Days® will be held 

in the spring of 2016 in a unique, central location in Germany.  

 

All dates and information at a glance 
Since April, the new TEXPORT® Action Days ®   website has been available to everyone 

interested at www.texport-action-days.at. The site holds all important information about the 

event, the TEXPORT® competence team and all other related information and dates. You 

can also register for the dates fixed so far. Visit us at our booth at Interschutz (Hall 12, stand 

D48) to learn the latest news about the TEXPORT® Action Days®! 

 

 
For more information, please contact: 
TEXPORT® HandelsgesmbH 
Franz-Sauer-Straße 30 
5020 Salzburg 

The new logo of TEXPORT® Action Days® 
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Austria 
W: www.texport.at 
E:  office@texport.at  
T: 0043-662-423244 
F: 0043-662-423243 
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